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In the developing stages of modern Chicago and Fort Wayne, both shared the same humble 
beginnings.  Through these humble beginnings Chicago has turned into one of the most famous 
cities in the United States while Fort Wayne has formed into one of the largest cities in Indiana.  
The question presented is “How has the history and communities of Chicago and Fort Wayne 
molded each city into what it is today?”.  In order to answer this question, the factors which 
have been analyzed are the development of each city, the collective history of each city 
portrays, and the overall since of community of each city. Through analyzing the development 
of each city, one can see how certain events and certain people laid the foundation for how the 
cities developed.  These historic figures, events, and their significance to each city’s since of 
community is then further highlighted by what each community presents as their past.  The 
statues, park systems, and buildings show how each community preserved what they hold 
important. Finally, the museums, iconic structures, and arts each city contains show the current 
evolution of each city and their communities.  Although created for similar purposes and 
starting from the same humble beginnings Chicago and Fort Wayne and evolved into greatly 
different cities and communities. 
